Chapter 7: 1st Editor Feedback

- Short comments and observations
  - Nice and illustrative interviews. Good that cross-refers to other chapters
  - Would benefit from a short intro setting the scene, e.g. why leadership in Big Science is relevant (for creating value for society) and about using examples like CERN and LIGO
  - Physics terminology needs checking
  - Condensing needed (currently 30 pages, including references)
The chapter need to integrate leadership theory and related to similarities and dissimilarities to big science leadership.

The chapter highlight the types of leadership emanating in big science operations and how leaders deal with experiments, institutions and fellow scientist. It may be necessary to tease out analytical comments on how leadership function in big science operations where collaborating scientists are independent and have limited employee – employer contracts.

Need to tighten interviews to bring out essential leadership qualities and leadership behaviours.

Women leadership is useful topic to explore further.